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I’ll never know, and neither will you of the life

you don’t choose. We’ll only know that whatever 

that sister life was, it was important and beautiful

and not ours. It was the ghost ship that didn’t 

carry us. There’s nothing to do but salute it from

the shore.

                                    Cheryl Strayed
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Abnormal Psychology class

The importance of proper

Spelling, grammar, usage,

Punctuation, citations, and 

References when writing

Their term papers,
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Does content count?
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Such is the state of life, that none are happy but by the 

anticipation of change: the change itself is nothing; 

when we have made it, the next wish is to change again. 

The world is not yet exhausted; let me see something 

tomorrow which I never saw be.

                                                 Samuel Johnson

Every time I find the meaning of life, they change it.

                                                 Reinhold Niebuhr
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Duke fan dreaming
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during takeoff,

their three-year-old grandchild

flapping her arms

the taxidermist

noting he stuffs animals

and all it entrails

at the bus stop,

mid-winter . . . an old woman

knitting a scarf

a boy asking if

the first piggy went to market

voluntarily
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the fourth piggy was
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Baltimore plumber

boasting that he’s tenured

at Johns Hopkins

an Irish wolfhound
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fellow physicist

describing Stephen Hawking
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a Beagles concert
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deeply regretting
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as too frightening
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SAT morning . . .
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untenured prof
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crushes his

saintly teen seeking

a college whose sports mascot

is a dove
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unless deep-fried

art history quiz . . .

Kent State freshman confusing

Van Gogh with Van Halen
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the senator’s son

winning the school spelling bee

with malfeasance

the convict’s daughter

winning the state spelling bee

with arbitrageur

senile professor

referring to blackboard chalk

as a doohickey

a pregnant Muslim 

wishing she could name her child

Christina

enraged

at blind, deaf, gravely ill Gramps

for killing himself
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family of eight,

each one obese, trying out

Old Country Buffet

young Mary Kim

assuring classmates her folks

are from South Korea

English Lit student

calling Evelyn Waugh

her

English Lit student

calling George Eliot

him

their first grader

creating three letters

between P and Q
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unnerved Mom watching

her toddler pick the door lock

with a nail file

Pep Boys owner

presenting his three daughters

Mandy, Mo, Jackie

ranking the sounds

of the teen cellist below

a jackhammer’s

the psychotic man

cutting through a barbed wire fence

to preach to lions

asked to distinguish

who from whom, his son stating

whom is more formal
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after getting shot,

no longer finding Rambo

so entertaining

their first date . . .

informing her he sells

urinal cakes

Olympic diver

dreams she’s competing against

twelve sumo wrestlers

envisioning

her leukemia as dust

to be whisked away

envisioning

his tumors as clay pigeons

to be shot to bits
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at the circus . . .

the tightrope walker trying

to ignore an itch

spotting a greyhound,

the Jewish mother screaming

Feed him!

Kenneth and Barb Quinn

pleading never to be called 

Barbie and Ken

on a shooting star

the third grade class clown wishing

he could fart at will

Sunday School student

asking whether folks in hell

get mail





Sometimes the slightest things change the directions

of our lives, the merest breath of a circumstance, a

random moment that connects like a meteorite striking

the earth. Lives have swiveled and changed direction 

on the strength of a chance remark.

                                              Bryce Courtenay
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her son inquiring

if 2% milk is only

2% milk

philosophy prof

dedicating his first tome

to Stan and Ollie

the Texas Ranger

with cancer calling himself

Chemo Sabe

post office sorter

wanting to punish patrons

for poor penmanship

their eighteen year-old

claiming dyed silver hair

makes her look mature
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insisting his wife

only eat breakfast foods

that are soundless

insisting her spouse

eat the Limburger cheese

in another state

Maya Jimenez

noting, in San Juan, no one

called her Mayonnaise

one hour pre-midterm . . .

an Auburn freshman praying 

for a black-out

one hour pre-final . . .

a Dartmouth senior praying

for a white-out
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Jersey City priest

feeling uneasy cheering

for the Devils

Irvine rabbi

feeling awkward extolling

the Padres

Burbank agnostic

feeling strange rooting

for the Angels

Coast Guard officer

feeling peculiar pulling

for the Pirates

flip-flop salesman

feeling weird supporting

the White Sox
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their father

reading Funicello’s obit,

skipping Thatcher’s

Richmond, mid-July . . .

a Grand Fir Christmas tree sprawled

on I-95

Rate My Professors . . .

describing her instructor

as macrosleazoid

fortyish woman

complaining that her husband

has ceased evolving

What’s your line of work? . . .

their daughter’s beau responding

I’m an activist
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cursing his genes . . .

the man with acne sees

he’s going bald

cursing her genes . . .

the teen with palsy learns

she’s going blind

telling Dad

his tattoos are classier

than Grandma’s

Abdul Zaylem,

a tobacconist, naming

his son Winston

Frederick Burrows,

The Smoke Shop’s owner, naming

his daughter Merle
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handing the sign

We Strive for Mediocrity

to the new hire

asking the nurse

if phlebotomists perform

lobotomies

asking the nurse

which hurts more: a kidney stone

or childbirth

at Baskin-Robbins

Gramps requesting a spoonful

of each flavor

horror filmmaker

confessing he’s terrified

of hairless kittens
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A Scholar and a Gentleman

A sophomore approaches

the Biology professor on 

the first day of classes, pleading

to be allowed to register

for her course, now closed.

After explaining to him that 

she cannot allow him in because

every seat is filled and

no more chairs can fit 

in the room, he remarks

Oh, that won’t be a problem.

I wasn’t planning on coming to class.
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Biloxi woman

calling her Nashville in-laws

the Yankees

a Muslim girl

pondering why Jews have names

with Gold and Silver

their child asks to go

on the water ride again:

I’m not wet enough

the physician

claiming her sons-in-law are

anencephalic 

his nine year-old

opting to call one billion

a million thousands
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His hair smells so sweet! . . .

the toddler’s Mom responding

Syrup from breakfast

a Turkish girl

insisting that her country

is not in Asia

a Turkish boy

insisting that his country

is not in Europe

Valentine’s Day . . .

shaping her beau’s comb-over

into a heart

the shrink’s new patient

asking how long it will take

to get perfect
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Jewish first grader

inquiring where the Pope

bought his yarmulke

in Beijing

a Nebraskan asking where

Americans eat

Jeff and Joy Laden

wishing they could name

their newborn Ben

French restaurant . . .

their son requests for dessert

a Fluffernutter

the vet 

suggesting that his children

wag more, bark less
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ESL student

annoyed that boxing rings

are square

ESL student

irritated that quicksand

works slowly

ESL student

vexed that a building burns up

as it burns down

ESL student

disturbed that alarms go off

by going on

ESL student

irked that slim chance and fat chance

mean the same
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the Baptist adopts

a Yiddish accent meeting

his future in-laws

the drug addict

deciding at last to give

honesty a try

needing to stop,

his grandfather forgetting

which one’s the brake

East Bronx cop stopping

the driver with the license plate

REDSOX1

asked her religion,

their neighbor replying

Southern
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buying for the boy

dying of lymphoma

a Superman cape

Memphis friends

calling Rabbi Birnbaum

Bubba

studying Freud,

wondering how Jesus

was toilet-trained

Aunt Minnie

seeking to marry a man

named Max

Baltimore, midnight . . .

vacant row houses behind

a piercing street light
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the bride and groom

choosing as their first song

Bad to the Bone

nine-year-old shortstop

inquiring if little leagues

retire numbers

Yale junior bragging

to Mom, Pop about her fourth

unpaid internship

told to do his chores,

a boy runs to his Grandma,

seeking asylum

informing their child

tumescence does not involve

the tummy
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arriving late,

the student’s cell phone goes off,

playing Beat It

arriving late, 

the prof ’s cell phone goes off,

playing Respect

an English bulldog

and a Russian wolfhound

achieving détente 

in a too-tight tux,

the vain father of the bride

splits his trousers twice

senior center . . .

twelve elders belting out

Feelin’ Groovy
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an obese patron

ordering pie and a can

of Reddi-wip

describing the prof

as making no mistakes

but the biggest

describing the dean

as having too much genius,

too little wisdom

planning her wedding . . .

opting not to invite Dad,

fearing he might come

principal’s office . . .

the seven year-old stating

Biting happens
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two Uncle Jimmys  . . .

calling the smaller, Jimbo;

the larger, Jumbo

two Cousin Rolands . . .

calling the thin one, MicRo;

the plump one, MacRo

assuming 

his late wife is in heaven,

criticizing God

Rhodes, the EMT,

naming his son Charles Patrick

for the initials

at the market

observing Moms and Pops

obeying their kids
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the judge querying

the shoplifter why he steals

only nail polish

reviewing his life,

concluding it’s too far-fetched

to be a movie

at the stadium . . .

his fiancée confusing

punt and bunt

ten-year-old Ruth Grey

requesting that her folks change

the y to at

twelve-year-old Jay Cook

requesting that his folks change

the k to l
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her spouse rejoicing

that the handsome TV star

owes three ex-wives

his spouse rejoicing

that the gorgeous movie star

has ugly feet

Gram describing

her chats with World War I vets

when she was a teen

Great-Gram recalling

sugar at five cents a pound

when she was a girl

Great-Great-Gram noting

Old Glory had forty-six stars

when she was born
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a John Updike fan

naming his racing greyhound

Rabbit Run

Wednesday evening . . .

wishing her professor

a great weekend

the bride and bridesmaids,

zealous Yankee fans, wearing

pin-striped gowns

the groom and groomsmen,

extreme Packer fans, sporting

green shirts, gold tuxes

a Christian boy

assuming archangels

travelled with Noah
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their boss referring

to a big-bosomed client

as volumptuous

Nana cursing

all baseball stadiums

banning smokes

child perfectionist 

holding her A- test,

sobbing

old chiropractor

giving his all adjusting

an elephant’s spine

showing Grandma

her new upper-thigh tattoo,

Lick Me
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early morning jog . . . 

a honeymooner falling 

down a manhole

elderly scholar

moving his lips as he reads

a friend’s obit

Aunt Edna asking

a Soldier Field usher

for a pillow

the psychologist

requesting the new patient

not call her Hon

the psychiatrist

ordering the new patient

not to call him Dude
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Grandpa arguing

a meal without meat

is a snack

Rosa Kowalski,

leaping over a ditch, claims

she’s Pole vaulting

religious schoolboys

debating who are tougher:

mullahs or nuns

the grocer calling

the five bottles of Hellmann’s

Cinco de Mayo

deathly ill, asking

Why do we park on driveways,

but drive on parkways?
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